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INTRODUCTION
There have been many conditions placed on graphs to ensure the existence of
certain kinds of subgraphs, in particular, conditions on the degrees of vertices have
been useful. The following result of Ore is an example of the use of such a degree
condition.
Trnonm.r A [5]: If G is a graph of order n > 3 such that the sum of degrees of
any pair of nonadjacent vertices is at least n, ther G is Hamiltonian.

Gould and Jacobson introduced a neighborhood condition that was patterned
after the Ore type of degree condition, and that also implies the existence of certain
subgraphs. An example of a result using this condition is the foilowing, which parallels the previously cited result of Ore.
Trmonpu B [3]: If G is a graph of order n > 3 such that the union of the neighborhoods of each pair of nonadjacent vertices is of cardinality at least (2n + l)13,
then G is Hamiltonian.

Our purpose is to investigate the neighborhood condition of the preceding type

n:

km, then the Turan graph [6],
needed to ensure a clique of a fixed order. If
which is the complete k-partite graph, K^.^,..., -, does not contain a complete K**,
as a subgraph. However, for m> f > 1, the union ofthe neighborhoods ofany set of
f independent vertices has precisely (k l)rn: (k l)nlk vertices. Therefore, the
following theorem, which is the main result to be proved, is the best possible of this
type.
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l:

l-et k and t be fixed integers greater than or equal to 2. If any set of
vertices of a graph of order n>ns(k, t) has more than (k -l)nlk
vertices in the union of the neighborhoods of the vertices, then G has a clique of
order at least ft + 1.

Tnnonru

r independent

NOTATION

All graphs will be finite and $rithout loops or multiple edges. Notation will generally follow that of [4] unless otherwise stated. Some special notation and terminology will be introduced, and standard notation that is used extensively will be
briefly described. For example, the complete multipartite graph with k parts each
with m vertices will be expressed as K(k; m\, aurd the special case whea m : 1, which
is the complete graph on k vertices, will be expreesed simply as

K..

Let o be a vertex of a graph II. The neighborhood of u (the vertioes that are
adjacent in II to u) will be denoted by Nlu), or simply N(u) when the identity of .EI
is clear. If r is a positive integer, then II,(r) will denote the graph obtained from .E by
replacing u with r independent vertices, each with thE same neighborhood as u. We
will say that H,(r) is obtained from .EI by expanding the vertex o into t vertices. The
graph obtained when each vertex ofII is expanded into t vertices will be denoted by
E(r). Therefore, if II has order Ir (the number of vertie in II), then Ho[) anid H(t)
have orders h + t - I and ht, respe,ctively. Also, with this notation, K(0 : K(k; t).

The maximum number of edges a graph G of order z can have without having a
II is the extremal number ex(4 I4. Additional edges in G will
ensure at least one copy, but possibly many copies of Il. By affI) we will denote the
number of copies of .H in G, where II is considered as a labeled graph. If the order of
.EI is p, then nr(Il) < cnp lor some c : c(I{L because there are at most that many
subsets of p vertices of G. If, on the other han4 zo(I{) 2 c'np for some c' : c'(II), we
will say that H saturates G.
We next carefully define the neighborhood condition that appears in the statement of Theorem 1, and is the basis of this investigation.

copy of a graph

DrnrNrnoN: For fixed positive integers
neighborhood conilition

N(L,0 if for

l<

and t, a graph G of order n satisfies the
{x., l,2e...;4} of t independent ver-

each set

tices,
|

{uN6(x):

1

<i<

4l > (fr -

Llnlk.

PR(X)TS
We begin with a restatement of the result to be proved in this section.

l:

Tnronru
Letk,t>2be integers. Ifa graph G
the neighborhood condition N(fr, r), then G contains a

oforder n>no(k, /)

satisfies

&*r.

It should be noted that a graph G of order a that satisfies the neighborhood
condition N(k,r) does not necessarily have more than ex(n,K1*r) edges. Thus,
Theorem 1 is not a consequence ofthe extremal result ofTuran [6].
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The following lemma reduces the proof of Theorem I to proving the existence of
an expansion of K*, namely a K(k; t),instead of a Kp*1.

Lrma l: Let k,t >2& integers. If a graph G of order n satisfies the neighborhood condition N(&, r) and contains a
\(k; t), then G contains rr Kr+ r.
Proof: l*t Av A2, . -., A* ba the verties in the ft parts of the complete multipartite graph K(k; t), and let ;{ be the remaining n kt vefiices of G. we will
-

that G does 1sf 66n[nin & Krr*r,and show that this leads to a contradiction.
The vertices in each ,4, are independent, and no vertex of,4 is adjacent to at least
otre vertex in each 1, (1 s i < r), since there is no Kr+r in G. There is no loss of
generality in assuming that there are lAllk:(n-kt)/k:(nlk)-r vertices of .4
with no adjaencies in ,4,. Therefore, the f independent vertices of ,{, have a combined neighborhood of at most n (nlk) vertices, which implim thit c does not
satisff the neighborhood condition N(k, r. This contradiction completes the proof
assume

oflemma

1.

tr

our next objective is to show that a graph G thar satisfies the neighborhood
condition N(lc, r) contains a K(fr; r). we will show something stronger, namely that
K(i; ,) $aturates G for (1 < , < k). The following lemma will be used in an inductive
proof of the preceding statem€nt. Lemma 2, ald its proof, are patterued after a
result of Erd6s and Simonovits in [2].

Lnuul 2: Let t be a fixed positive integer and H a fxcd graph of order p.
any graph of order n with

If

G is

neGI): nt,
ttren there is a constant c

:

c{p, r) such that

nd{H,(t))

for any vertex

Proof:

l*t

u

of

H'

>

L@m\ l@tt

-

rxt

- rrrl

.E[.

:

H

-

q and {H|: r e R}

be the copies of IJ, cnutained in G. For

H:,let r, be the vertices of G - H.that are adjacent in G tg the neighborhood Nlo) of o it H|,lf l,:lL,l, then
[.*1,: at Each sutset of fn witn r
each copy

vertices will grve a copy of ,EI,(t) in G. Therefore,

n4{H,(t)):,t*

(,,

=

t

*

t

(,/l^,)

2lc'{O, t[nfARf-rD.
Since.EI' has order p

-

1,

lR I < c"np-

|

arrd

2 lc(p, t)mt l(nto - rxt - 11.
the proof of Lemma2. E
ne(H ,(t))

This completes

The special case of Lemma 2 when .EI saturates G gves the following two corollaries, which are expressed in the form that we will apply them in the proof of

Proposition

1.
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2 [czr+t-11.

s'nn,thenn"(H(tD2lcnfl.

The proof of Theorem 1 will be complete with the proof of the following result,
which states that K(k; f) saturates any graph that satisfies the neighborhood condi-

tion N(k,

r).

PnoposrrroN l: Let t>2, k> 1 be integers and let G be a graph of order n,
which satisfies N(ft, t). Then, there exist positive constants c: ct,t and c': ci,, such

that

nn(Kj >

[c/]

(l)

[c'rl*].

Q')

and

ne(K(k;fl) >

Proof: T\e proof is by induction oa & with t fixed througbout the proof. For

: 1, both (1) and (2) are trivially true. We assume that (1) and (2) are true for
k:r> I and veriff them for k:r * 1. Thus, we as$ume G satisfies the neighborhood condition N(r * I, t). We can also .uaume that n is largg bocause appropriate
ft

choice of constants c and c'make the result trivial for small values of z.
1., r) implies N(r, ,), we have that both (1) and (2) are true
Since property N(r

*

for k : r, so G contains at least [Cn'] copies of K(r; t). There are two types of
copies of K(r; ,): there are those with no edges in each of their parts and those with
at least one edge in some part.
First consider the case of a copy of K(r; r) with parts.Ar, A2, ,.., r{,, each of
which is independent. Let A& the remaining vertices of G. For each i (1 < i 3 r), let
B, be the vertices of ,{ that have no adjacencies itr
Let B be the remaining

vertices of ,4. The neighborhood condition N(r

,r.
* l, t) implies lBrl <lAll(r

+ l),

and hence

lBl>lAll(r + l)>c"n
for some positive constant c". Note that each vertex in B will give at least one copy
of a K,* , in G using precisely one vertex from each .dr.
If at least one half of the copies of K(r; r) in G are of the first type, then there will
Qe at least l(c"n[c'n\l2l copies of I Kt+r, counting muttiplicities. However, any
suth:(.*, can come from at most nil-' different copies of a Kt; t). Thus G would
containiEleasll(c"c'n'*t)l2lcopies of a K,*, in this case.
We can nowhlumq that at least one half of the copies of K(r; t) in G are of the
secoad type and have at-liastcqre edge in one of their parts. Associated with each of

K(r; ,) of tlhypa-there is a copy of K,*, in G. Also, any such
arise from at most nrt-r-L different copies of a K(r; r). Hence there are at

the (c'n'\12 copies of

K,+r v/ill
least

l(c' nn\I (Znn

-' - r'11 :

11c'

t{ + rV!]

K,*, in G. This verifies (l) for /< : r * l.
Since K(r + 1, 0 : K,+r(t), Corollary 2 and (1)
k : r * 1. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.

copies of a

verif that
o

(2) is true when
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The proof of Theorern
Lemma

I

is an immediate consequence of Proportion

I

and

1.

PROBLEMS
There are numerous unsolved problems related to neighborhood conditions like
the one just considered. In [3] and [4] neighborhood conditions for nonadjacent
pairs of vertices are used to ensure the existence of certain types of subgraphs.
Theorem B is an example ofone ofthese results. It would be nice to replace each of
these conditions by a neighborhood condition involving r independent vertices
where , > 3. Also, one can be concerned not with just the existence of a certain
subgraph, but with how many subgraphs of this type there are. Proposition 1 is an
example of a result of this type.
Bondy and Chvital considered a "degree" closure that generalized results ofthe

-

type given in Theorem A. Does there exist a "neighborhood" closure analogous to
the "degree" closure that would generalize the results using neighborhood condi
tions?
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